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With the Force of 5G

Continental is working with Vodafone to develop a digital shield
that will above all serve to protect pedestrians and cyclists. In our
interview, Rob Gee, Telematics Engineering Manager at Continental,
explains how the new technology will help to make the roads a
safer place – and what this innovative system has in common with
“the Force” in the Star Wars epic.

Rob Gee, Telematics
Engineering Manager
at Continental

Rob Gee, Continental is developing a digital

you just mentioned. Cyclists and pedestrians

shield to provide pedestrians and cyclists

are among those who are most frequently

with greater safety out on the road. The

involved. For children and young people be-

idea of a “digital shield” sounds like a new

tween the age of five and 29, road accidents

defense mechanism against the Imperial

are the most common cause of death around

fleet in a Star Wars movie. Where did you

the world. So the question is, how can we

get your inspiration from for this techno-

protect all road users, and in particular those

logical innovation? Did your research team

who cannot rely on assistance systems? The

take time out for a movie night?

solution lies in the fact that today, almost every-

While a movie night would be cool, our in-

one carries a smartphone with them. Likewise,

spiration came because it’s our job – and a

about half of all new cars sold in the world

matter of honor – to do good. The numbers

today include cellular Telematics systems. So

speak to the situation at hand: Every year

now we’re getting the pedestrians’ and cy-

around the world, some 1.35 million fatalities

clists’ smartphones to communicate with the

result from road accidents, and this is unac-

vehicles around them. An app downloaded to

ceptable. As one of the leading technology

their smartphones can send the individual’s

companies, we are committed to reaching

position, direction, and speed to our server

our Vision Zero – a world without crashes.

via the mobile network base station. This data

Is that the new future of mobility: everybody connected

vers relaying the messages can provide anonymized information only

to everybody?

to those vehicles for which the pedestrian’s position would be relevant.

Yes, but by choice, not by necessity. While it is certainly beneficial if all

Today, the same type of information is exchanged, but by sight: A driver

pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles participate in this safety network,

watches the movement of pedestrians in the vicinity, and pedestrians

individuals actively choose to opt in, using the app on their smartphone.

watch for approaching vehicles. By automating this communication and

They should be assured, though, that the V2X messaging standards

leveraging the processing power of the computers, more consistent and

allow for protection of personally identifiable information, and the ser-

timely calculations can be made to determine the real risk of an incident.

can then be relayed to nearby vehicles that
Like you say, there are still way too many

have cellular telematics or V2X (vehicle-to-

crashes every day and vulnerable road

infrastructure) communications equipment.

users like pedestrians and cyclists are

And because the vehicles have access to

often the victims. How will the new shield

additional information such as steering wheel

protect them in dangerous situations?

angle, speed and turn signal activation, the

The digital shield is one of the focal points

system can issue a warning if the courses

of our cooperation with Vodafone. It helps

of the vehicle and a cyclist or pedestrian are

to protect precisely the vulnerable road users

threatening to cross in a dangerous manner.

Connectivity between vehicles and with the infrastructure is a vital component of Vision Zero – a world without crashes. Photo: Continental
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media apps, the digital shield requires only a tiny fraction of the information that people are already giving away in these contexts, and does not
require personal information to be sent to vehicles or other users. The
information transmitted digitally is anonymized and only intended to
minimize potentially hazardous situations.

“The information transmitted
digitally is anonymized and only
intended to minimize potentially
hazardous situations.”
Continental is collaborating with Vodafone to develop the digital
shield. Is that also a sign of where mobility is heading: automotive
suppliers working hand in hand with telecommunication companies?
Definitely. Collaborations lead to innovations, and innovations drive the
state of the art forward. Today and even more so in the future, vehicles
need to be able to navigate safely through our road and data networks.
Our cooperation with Vodafone brings experts from both worlds, automotive and telecommunications, together to develop solutions based
Continental’s digital shield, which is being developed in conjunction with Vodafone, is primarily designed to protect pedestrians and cyclists.
Photo: Continental

on smart communication technologies such as 5G, cellular V2X and
mobile edge computing. By combining Continental’s expertise in automotive, telematics and connectivity with Vodafone´s knowledge in IoT,
5G and cellular technologies, Continental is developing and testing approaches like our digital shield to help make the roads safer for all users.
This way we can pursue our goal of Vision Zero even more effectively.
Going back to Star Wars: There are many examples of how Hollywood directors have somehow predicted technological innovati-

So this specific technology requires that as many

The beauty of the digital shield is that it can leverage the

ons, like when James Bond uses his phone to remote control his

road users as possible drive a connected car or have

technology that people are already electing to buy and

car, or there’s the voice assistant in KITT, the talking car in the

a smartphone in their pocket?

carry with them. It doesn’t necessarily require consumers

TV series Knight Rider. Do you ever actually get inspiration from

A smartphone is not the only solution, because there are

to purchase more than they already have.

science fiction movies?

many wearable wireless devices today, such as medical

With wireless V2X technologies and Continental’s digital shield for

and fitness monitors, smart watches, wireless headsets,

But even so, data about road users’ position and route

vulnerable road users, we can start to bring science fiction to life. Who

music players, and we are even seeing the introduction of

is being acquired and transmitted. Don’t you think

wouldn’t want to have foreknowledge of key events, especially ones

smart garments with electronics embedded in the fabric.

people will feel like “big brother is watching you”?

involving dangerous situations that can be avoided? This would be

For cyclists, solutions can include the on-board trip com-

I don’t think so. Today, the vast majority of people carry

like having “the Force” in Star Wars, or Spiderman’s “Spidey Sense.”

puter and theft tracking device, and for motorcyclists, the

smartphones, use online search engines, navigate with

infotainment and telematics systems. So it doesn’t have to

online maps, and participate in some form of social media

be a smartphone. Essentially, what you need is an elec-

because of the benefits they receive. While arguably pro-

tronic device capable of sending the required information.

viding a far greater safety benefit than navigation or social
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The Third Dimension
Continental is working with U.S. company Leia to develop a new 3D display
for cars. This innovative technology from Silicon Valley will make driving
not only more comfortable but safer as well.

June 10, 1915 is a date of historic significance – although one that
today is largely forgotten. That was the summer’s day when the Astor
Theater in New York gave a movie its first ever showing – a film that
set a milestone in the history of cinema and of imaging techniques
in particular. “The Morals of Marcus” was the world’s first ever movie
to be made in what, at the time, was the groundbreaking technology
of 3D. Directed by Edwin S. Porter before his rise to fame, this silent
movie is missing today, presumed lost. But this brief comedy-drama
captured on celluloid was to trigger the unstoppable rise of 3D. And today, 3D not only takes blockbuster thrillers like “Avengers” or animated
movies like “Cars” into a whole new dimension. It’s also coming to an
automobile near you. Continental ranks among the leading developers
of a new generation of displays which, with the aid of carefully measured 3D effects, are bringing a new dimension of safety and comfort
to the road. Unlike in movie theaters, however, in the car there’s no
need for special glasses, and that’s thanks to an innovative technology
developed in Silicon Valley.
A bright red stop-sign hovers in front of the windscreen. Rows of
houses emerge from the GPS system. The vehicle manufacturer’s logo
rotates in mid-air in front of the dashboard. With three-dimensional
effects like these, Continental is aiming to revolutionize the way displays
are configured in cars. The technology company is currently working
with Silicon Valley company Leia Inc. to develop an innovative cockpit
solution: the Natural 3D Lightfield Instrument Cluster. Lightfield displays
permit the comfortable perception of three-dimensional depth. The
technology enables information to be safely presented to the driver
in real-time, making the interaction between driver and vehicle more
3D effects without glasses

comfortable and intuitive – and thereby helping to realize Continental’s

The Lightfield display permits comfortable 3D perception and presents contents and light effects with great precision. Photo: Continental

Vision Zero of a world without road fatalities, injuries and crashes.
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to the driver only, while the image quality can suffer in direct sunlight
or the 3D effect can be restricted to a depth of just a few centimeters.
For the automotive industry, however, the highest quality is imperative when it comes to displaying information.
The new 3D Lightfield application, by contrast, offers a crystal-clear
display, even in direct sunlight. Here, a newly developed diffraction-grating light guide with nanostructures ensures the precise bending of
light behind the display panel – creating a natural 3D effect. The new
display’s Lightfield projection has many potential advantages. Warnings
from the driver assistance system are illustrated in 3D; directions from
A scene from the early days of 3D technology

the navigation system can be presented even more clearly; and the

In 1951, movie-theater patrons in London watch a film with 3D
effects. Even today, special glasses are required to enjoy 3D in
movie theaters – but not in cars. Photo: The National Archives, UK

graphic display of the parking assistant – such as the 360-degree
bird’s eye view – becomes truly spectacular in 3D. “It’s important
to say, though, that the 3D animations in our new display don’t fly
through the car, like they would in the cinema,” says Hohmann. “We

The new Lightfield cockpit is an evolutionary step in the design of the

use the graphic depth to the rear and allow all 3D objects to emerge

human-machine interface in cars. “One of the greatest challenges

a maximum of five centimeters out of the picture. This is more rela-

currently facing the automotive industry is to develop smart concepts

xing on the eye and ensures that the driver is never disconcerted.”

for the human-machine interface − solutions that enhance the driver
experience and allow the driver to interact with the vehicle easily and
effectively without being distracted from what’s happening on the
road,” explains Dr. Frank Rabe, Head of the Instrumentation & Driver
HMI business unit at Continental. “With the new Lightfield display we
are not only bringing a new level of 3D into the vehicle; we are also
leveraging this innovative technology to create a new dimension of
in-car comfort and safety.” The new system is slated to be production-ready by 2022.
Leia’s Lightfield technology that Continental uses in its 3D display has
no need for a special camera to track and register the position and motion of the driver’s head – a practical advantage and one that cuts costs.
What is more, the front- and back-seat passengers can see the same 3D
image from where they are sitting – something that was previously not
possible. The three-dimensional image produced by the Lightfield display is made up of multiple perspectives of the same object with subtle
variations according to the position of the onlooker. So the 3D image
remains aligned with the observer’s line of sight, making for the exceptionally natural presentation of information on the display. “With our
Lightfield display, we have attained a whole new level of 3D imaging,”
says Kai Hohmann, Product Manager, Display Solutions at Continental.
“The decisive element for the image quality is a newly developed light
guide with nanostructures. We simply bend the light and guide it to
precisely where it is needed for the best possible 3D effect.”
Continental is now adapting Leia’s technology for in-car use. Until
recently, creating a 3D effect without the need for 3D glasses meant
using either parallax barriers or lenticular lenses. But these techniques
have implicit drawbacks: More often than not, the 3D effect is visible

The 3D effect is created by a special method
that involved bending the light through a
screen. Photo: Continental
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News

Feeling well at the wheel: Continental sponsors DocStop

How ESC & Co save lives:
“Stop the Crash” in South Africa

The health of professional drivers is a key factor in minimizing the risk

“Stop the Crash”, the international road safety campaign,

of crashes out on the roads. Because to drive safely, you have to feel fit.

recently took its drive to promote the spread of modern

With this in mind, Continental is cooperating with the drivers’ medical

and life-saving driver assistance systems to South Africa for

assistance association DocStop. If a trucker or bus driver is unwell, the

the first time – and as one of the long-term partners to this

DocStop network ensures that they get prompt local medical assis-

initiative, Continental was on the scene. The focus at the

tance. Via a toll-free hotline or an app, the driver is put in touch with a

event in Johannesburg was on safety systems for motor-

nearby doctor who will treat them as quickly as possible. The service

cycles, because in Africa two-wheelers are among the most

also provides directions to a suitable place to park. Drivers can now

popular means of motorized transport.

call up the hotline service in 23 different languages. As DocStop CEO
Joachim Fehrenkötter explains, his association is not out to replace the

At the Kyalami grand prix circuit, test drivers demonstrated

emergency phone number 112. “But through our medical networks

the benefits of driver assistance systems including Elec-

we can prevent having sick drivers at the wheel,” he says. DocStop

tronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-lock Brake Systems (ABS)

was founded in 2007 and today it is active across Europe. Continental

and Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB). Among the

recently joined the list of big-name sponsors of the association from

products contributed by Continental were several genera-

the fields of commerce and industry. “We are happy to support the

tions of motorcycle tires. The “Stop the Crash” campaign

important engagement of DocStop as they take care of the health of

is run by Global NCAP, the umbrella organization for the

professional drivers, helping to make our roads a safer place,” says

various independent NCAP organizations that evaluate the

Henning Mühlenstedt, Head of Marketing and Sales Bus and Truck

safety of new vehicles. The initiative promotes the spread

Tires Replacement Business for Germany, Austria and Switzerland

of crash-prevention technologies, particularly in emerging

at Continental.

economies where modern driver assistance systems are
rarely installed. Continental has been partnering with
Global NCAP since 2015.

For even greater safety:
Tire tests without testers
Continental now also tests tires in autono-

and controlled via a satellite-based tracking

mous, self-driving vehicles. At its proving

system. As Thomas Sych, Head of Tire Testing

grounds in Uvalde, Texas, the technology

at Continental, explains: “We’re aiming to auto-

company is conducting extensive tire tests

mate and standardize our tire tests to such an

in a driverless car. This leads to even more

extent that we can clearly identify and map

conclusive test results for passenger car tires,

even the tiniest differences between tires.

because the impact of the test procedure

With the automated test vehicle we can repro-

itself on the findings is reduced. The new test

duce procedures so precisely that conditions

vehicle is based on Continental’s “Cruising

are identical for every tire in the test. That

Chauffeur”, a system designed to permit auto-

way we know for sure that any differences

nomous driving on motorways or freeways.

recorded in the test result are generated by

The new vehicle for autonomous tire tests

the tire itself and not by the test procedure.”

is equipped with camera and radar sensors
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The future of mobility:
With the CUbE development platform,
Continental is testing the technology
for the robo-taxis of the future.
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So here’s another face of the safe mobility of the future: Booked with an app,
a self-driving taxi hauls into sight, all-electric and with no driver. What is on board
is technology from Continental that’s already on active service in pilot projects.

There’s a paradox here: More and more people in bigger

the CUbE, a small driverless shuttle based on the EZ10 robo-

and bigger conurbations need to be more mobile than

taxi from French company EasyMile. Continental has held a

ever before. The logical consequences are gridlocked

stake in this driverless vehicle manufacturer since 2017.

highways, densely packed streets and more tailbacks
than ever. One means of making individual mobility in

Tests involving the CUbE prototypes are focusing primarily

major cities safe, fast and reliable in the future is the

on the everyday serviceability of the autonomous technologies.

robo-taxi. These autonomous shuttles with space for

“The technological building blocks that enable robo-taxis

several passengers can each replace multiple cars. They

to operate are available in principle and have been tried and

also have no need for parking spaces because they are

tested in practice. However, we now have to intelligently,

constantly in motion. Anyone looking to get from A to B

safely, and efficiently put them together to form an overall

simply pulls out their smartphone and calls a robo-taxi.

picture,” says Andree Hohm, Director of Driverless Mobility at

The vehicle rolls up, they step on board and in next to

Continental. The surprising thing here is that we are mainly

no time they are heading for their chosen destination.

talking about proven series production technologies from

Large numbers of these fully automated vehicles could

Continental, such as brake systems and vehicle environment

make downtown traffic-flow far smoother, more efficient

sensors, that are being adapted to handle their specific ap-

and environmentally friendly, not to mention safer.

plications in robo-taxis. Continental is not aiming to develop
the CUbE into a production-ready vehicle and instead will be

The technology that will enable future robo-taxis to drive

looking to bring individual components to market readiness.

forward a smarter form of mobility is almost entirely

As Andree Hohm explains: “Customers developing driverless

available. At Continental, research and development

mobility systems should be able to draw on a wide array of

engineers are working on a variety of projects themed

high-performance products and solutions from Continental.

around this topic at five centers of competence in Ger-

That’s what we are working towards.”

many, Japan, Singapore, China and the USA. The central
development platform used at all of these locations is

Safe, reliable, efficient
Robo-taxis are widely considered one way of making road transportation
in the urban areas of the future eco-friendly and uncomplicated.

Angela Merkel tests the CUbE: At the Frankfurt Motor Show (IAA) the German Federal
Chancellor had Continental CEO Elmar Degenhart (left) explain the benefits of the
autonomous shuttle bus to her. Also on board on the test run were Ariane Reinhart
(right, Continental Executive Board Member responsible for Human Relations) and
Gilbert Gagnaire, CEO of development partner EasyMile. Photo: Continental
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Concrete examples here include the technologies with which
a vehicle can register its environment. If they are to navigate
safely through traffic with no driver on board, robo-taxis in
particular need to be able to map that environment reliably,
accurately, and completely. To this end, robo-taxis use several
different sensor systems involving cameras, radar and lasers
with which they can generate a 360-degree image. With the
aid of the CUbE, Continental has developed a productionready radar system especially for driverless vehicles. Radar
technology has a special part to play here, because it can
see through objects such as parked cars and spot a cyclist, for example, hidden behind them.
To ensure that driverless transportation systems remain firmly under control at all times, they are equipped with not only
one or more complete back-up systems for the sensors, but a
redundant second brake system as well. Here too, Continental
offers proven components adaptable for use in robo-taxis
including the MK C1 one-box brake system, which combines ABS, ESC, and a brake booster. To ensure full braking
functionality in all eventualities, this series production brake
is combined with a Hydraulic Brake Extension. Both systems
are production-ready for driverless mobility applications.
The CUbE vehicles with their Continental technology are
already out and about on company sites. In addition, over
the course of this year a pilot project involving an autonomous shuttle will kick off in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Over a

At five locations
on three continents,
Continental is researching
and developing special
technologies that are
designed to enable the
operation of robo-taxis
in the future.

six-month period, Continental, EasyMile, Oakland University
and the City of Auburn Hills are aiming to test new technologies for robo-taxis in regular service on the hilly campus
of Oakland University. Students, faculty and visitors will be
able to use the autonomous shuttle service in what is a further step toward making the technology robust and fit for
purpose in the urban mobility scenarios of the future. As
Continental expert Andree Hohm says: “Driverless vehicles
represent a revolution. And this revolution must take place
in evolutionary steps.”

Many technical components of robo-taxis are triedand-tested production parts from Continental, like
the vehicle environment sensors or brake systems
such as the MK C1. Photo: Continental
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The 2CV was a car for rural regions – and for farmers who
needed to transport baskets of eggs on the back seat.
Photo: Citroën / Georges Guyot

Did you know ...

…that in France they use raw eggs
as crash test dummies?

front-wheel drive, an air-cooled two-cylinder
boxer engine delivering 9 PS, and of course that
soft, go-everywhere suspension to keep those
eggs intact, made an impressive package. In the
post-war years, when practical solutions were in
demand, the 2CV became a symbol of personal

No, honestly, they do – or at least they did! “A basket of eggs should emerge unharmed from a trip along
a rough farm track” – that was the specification formulated by Pierre-Jules Boulanger when a new model
of car was being developed. And no, M. Boulanger was not the owner of the local boulangerie – or baker’s
shop –keen to get his ingredients delivered in one piece. In the mid-1930s he was Director General of
French automaker Citroën and the man behind the creation of the 2CV, a model known in Germany as
“die Ente” (the duck).

freedom. By 1990, the company had built five
variants and a total of 6,956,895 units, all with
that unmistakable “deux chevaux” look.
But what earned it the nickname “the duck”?
Anecdotal evidence says that a Dutch journalist,
on seeing the car for the first time, said it reminded him of the ugly duckling in the fairytale by

At a time when car ownership was becoming a status symbol in France,

to survive a trip over rutted farm tracks intact. The plan was to launch

Hans Christian Andersen. In the story, the ugly

Boulanger had an idea. He wanted to “export” this urban luxury to rural

the car at the 1939 Paris Motor Show.

duckling wants nothing more than to become

regions, at affordable prices and in simple but robust form. Farmers

a beautiful swan – which is ultimately what hap-

who still relied on horses for mobility should be relieved of having to

But the war had other plans and most of the 250 pre-war models built

pens. Initially scorned, ultimately loved – that is

care for their beasts of burden, he argued. So Boulanger’s specifications

were scrapped. When the Germans occupied France, the engineers

indeed the story of the 2CV. But to round off our

for the new model stated that two farmers in boots should easily be

at Citroën hid the plans and continued working on the car in secret.

tale, we need to clear up that age-old question

able to transport 50 kilos of potatoes in the new model. A top speed

Then, at the 1948 Paris Motor Show, the 2CV was finally presented to

about what came first, the chicken (or duck) or

of 60 km/h would suffice. And there should be plenty of headroom,

the public. But was it truly presentable? The visuals took some getting

the egg? In our case, at least, the egg came first

because farmers wore hats. And crucially, that basket of raw eggs had

used to, not least for Parisian auto fans. It soon emerged, though, that

− a whole basketful, in fact.

1948: Pierre Boulanger (looking pleased) presents his new
car to French President Vincent Auriol (looking doubtful).
Photo: Citroën / DR
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